AGENDA – ‘CAUSE I CAN

➢ Energy!
  ✔ Creative Learning Exchange Web
  ✔ 2016 – 2018 – what is out there?

➢ Elevator!
  ✔ Resources. Great. Now what?
CLE: OUR ENERGY

The first 20 years

Books

Lessons

Curriculum

The last 5 years

Simulations

Videos

Mobile Apps

CREATIVE LEARNING Exchange
Making Thinking Visible
PHASE 1:

- Lessons
- Curriculum
- Books
- Simulations

Introductory session starts tomorrow! A dynamic set of system dynamicists, systems thinkers, and educators are excited to share wisdom, information, curriculum, and tips on educating our students. It should be an exciting event for experienced educators and those who are new. Learn more...

Stay in touch during the conference - @CLEK12 and CLEExchange

Take a look at the conference program to plan your experience.

Be there when Splash! is released!

http://www.clexchange.org/
VIDEOS

- 39 videos on YouTube
- Introductory
- Splash!
- Simulations
- Experts and Students

http://www.clexchange.org/resources/videos.aspx
MOBILE APPS

HTTP://WWW.CLEXCHANGE.ORG/CURRICULUM/APPS/

Population Planner

Bacteria Sandwich

'I' in Inflation

Retire Rich
WHEN YOU HAVE 5 MINUTES

CAUSAL LOOP VIDEO
IN AND OUT GAME
“"I" FOR INFLATION
22 MINUTES OF ADVISORY?

APP LESSONS
SPLASHCARDS
THE INFECTION GAME
WHAT ABOUT OTHER LESSONS?

**Ethics & Psychology**
- Stanford Prison Experiment
- Behind Closed Gates

**Ecosystems & Populations**
- Mammoth Game
- SplashCards: Nothing Grows Forever
- Too Many Animals?

**English & Relationships**
- Romeo & Juliet
CLE – FINDING MORE...

CLE RESOURCE DOCUMENT:


2018 ST/DM PRESENTATION:

STAY IN TOUCH

- www.facebook.com/clexchange
- www.twitter.com/CLEK12
- www.clexchange.org/cle/k12listserve.aspx